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Product ref: AP1

Adjustable Pulpit in Wood
Veneer

From: £2125

Quantity Price

- £0

Description

This adjustable pulpit is among our more popular lecterns. We have had numerous examples of very positive
feedback from customers who are delighted with the quality and look once delivered. Finished in beech veneer,
the lectern is hand made in England by a specialist. As they are made to order, one can specify no end of extras,
modifications and changes to the standard design.

Choose from several different stains, oak veneer, ash veneer, solid wood, screen, audio, lighting and wiring
fitment, shelves, cross or motif on the front, castors for moving and so on. In the past, customers have ordered
this model wider, narrower, wider top, stained to match other stage furnishings or as part of a matching set with
table and flower stand etc.

Whatever your requirements from a lectern, one of our acrylic, wooden or hybrid lecterns has every chance of
providing the practical but stylish centre piece that you are looking for. Samples are not usually available, but
library photos and wood stain samples can always be sent if required. It is just a matter of contacting the office
with your requirements, and we can send a quotation for a bespoke lectern of the highest quality. Lead-time is
dependent upon demand at any time.

 Width: 1065mm x Depth: 560mm x Height: 1120mm

Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/adjustable-pulpit-in-wood-veneer/

Additional information

Length: 1065mm
Height: 1120mm
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Optional Extras

General Options: Lectern Light(+£45), Shock Mount Microphone Socket(+£180), Extra Shelf(+£65), Matching
Wooden Cross(+£75)
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